
 

 

VIBRATIONAL HEALING 
ONLINE PRACTITIONER WORKSHOP 

NURSES : DOCTORS : LMT : LCSW : ENERGY HEALERS 
 
 
 

NOVEMBER 14-15, 2020  

Come Curious     

• Enjoy this Rejuvenating, Empowering 2 Day Virtual Intensive with special emphasis on...                   
    Self-Care and Distance Healing. 

• Experience the benefits of Art of Raising Frequency and discover how it can support…     
               YOU, Your Practice, and Your Patients both immediately and long-term 

• Receive an Art of Raising Frequency “Treasure Chest” FULL of essential energy healing tools that                 
you will use during the virtual workshop.     

• Gain access to the full range of Art of Raising Frequency Healing Tools at Very Special Rates.  

“The Art of Raising Frequency  course was one of the most transformative experiences of my life.                 
I feel like I had 10 years-worth of growth in a weekend.                                                                                                   
What this modality has the capacity to do is almost beyond comprehension.                                                               
Since the course, I have implemented it into my practice with stellar results.                                                                       
If you're ready to step into a deeper bigger version of yourself and your work, take this course!”    

Dr. Alexis Edwards, DOM 

Rejuvenate Leave Equipped       

Facilitated by  

BARBARA EVANS and JENNY DAVIS 
 

If you are looking to expand your healing gifts that bring new levels of client/patient satisfaction and        
wellbeing, we invite you to take this opportunity to transform your personal and professional life with a 

new and unique vibrational healing approach, The Art of Raising Frequency. 
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INVESTMENT… $600 per person, to include the “Treasure Chest” of Essential Energy Healing Tools 

Register NOW with $100 deposit to reserve your place  

Two or more signing up together… $100 discount per person...Full Payment DUE September 15,  

Barbara Evans 

Call: 845-224-9584 or  

Email: Barbara@CrystalWingsHealingArt.com   

Jenny Davis 

Call: 317-902-4630 or  

Email: Jenny@c3healing.com 

Vibrational Healing Techniques are a powerful addition to any Integrative, Holistic, Counseling or  
Energy Medicine approach to Health and Wellbeing as they connect deeply at all levels physical, 
emotional, mental and spiritual. 

Art of Raising Frequency is at the forefront of Vibrational Medicine offering a unique approach to 
Health, Wellbeing and the Awakening of Divine Potential and Life Purpose. It is founded upon three  
series of Divinely Inspired creations by Barbara Evans, which interweave Color, Crystals, Sacred                       
Geometry and Sound, plus the Language of Light and Activation Codes to support our Awakening. 
They create a powerful interactive living energy, far greater than the sum of its parts.                   

Art of Raising Frequency is easy to use and incorporate into a wide range of protocols. You will learn 
and experience Art of Raising Frequency protocols, and understand how to use ARF as a stand alone 
system for healing. Practitioners that are incorporating Art of Raising Frequency healing methods are 
reporting  better results with less effort.  

 

TO REGISTER CONTACT either BARBARA or JENNY 



 

Barbara Evans…Creator of the  Art of  Raising                     
Frequency™.  Award Winning Author and Leader in 
Vibrational Medicine.       

Barbara’s deep sense of Love for our Planet Earth fires 
a passion for finding a new way of living and being 
within the world…  a way, based upon                       
Wisdom, Love and  Compassion, which supports 
Peace, Unity, Joy, Abundance and Vibrant Health. 

Born in England, Barbara graduated in Biology and                 
Education from the Universities of Liverpool and                     
Cambridge.  

She has studied multiple alternative healing                            
modalities and is a Visionary Healing Artist, Reiki  
Master, Crystal Resonance Therapist™ and Ordained 
Minister.  

Her journey from Biologist to leader in Vibrational 
Medicine began with her initial awakening in 1993 
which lead to the creation of her first high vibrational 
sacred geometry art piece in 1999. It has been an   
intense and exciting journey culminating with the 
launch of the Rays of Creation Healing System in 2020. 

Barbara is now on a mission to bring this profound 
work and its potential to the World.   

 We invite you to explore with us the benefits of these new approaches in Vibrational Medicine! 

Meet Your Teachers... 

Jenny Davis, Certified Energy Health                           
Practitioner,  Ordained Healer and Mystic,                                       
New Energy Teacher, Art of Raising Frequency™                
Practitioner and Rays of  Creation Healing                
System™ Instructor. 

Jenny’s lifelong dedication to spiritual awareness 
and self discovery provides the foundation for the 
work. She incorporates many  energy psychology 
methods and healing techniques to create unique 
and personalized healing sessions. Her gifts allow 
her to clear blocks of deeply implanted beliefs and 
traumas that restrict creativity, peace and wellbe-
ing.  

She is committed to expanding awareness,                       
elevating consciousness, and creating pathways for 
intentional living.  

As a graduate of the Art of Raising Frequency                      
Practitioner Training Program, Jenny is able to share 
her experiences and deep insights with this exciting 
new energy healing modality. In particular, she will 
be sharing how she has integrated Art of Raising 
Frequency approaches with multiple other healing 
modalities to achieve outstanding results and client 
satisfaction. 
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